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Abstract—The datacenter introduces new challenges for computer systems around tail latency and security. This paper argues
that dynamic NUCA techniques are a better solution to these
challenges than prior cache designs. We show that dynamic
NUCA designs can meet tail-latency deadlines with much less
cache space than prior work, and that they also provide a natural
defense against cache attacks. Unfortunately, prior dynamic
NUCAs have missed these opportunities because they focus
exclusively on reducing data movement.
We present Jumanji, a dynamic NUCA technique designed
for tail latency and security. We show that prior last-level
cache designs are vulnerable to new attacks and offer imperfect
performance isolation. Jumanji solves these problems while significantly improving performance of co-running batch applications.
Moreover, Jumanji only requires lightweight hardware and a few
simple changes to system software, similar to prior D-NUCAs. At
20 cores, Jumanji improves batch weighted speedup by 14% on
average, vs. just 2% for a non-NUCA design with weaker security,
and is within 2% of an idealized design.
Index Terms—Multicore caching, non-uniform cache access
(NUCA), tail latency, hardware security.
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Fig. 1: Dynamic NUCA has natural advantages in the datacenter
because it meets performance targets with fewer resources and
physically isolates data from attackers. (a) However, Jigsaw, a
state-of-the-art D-NUCA, is oblivious to tail latency and security,
leading to missed deadlines and potential cache side channels.
(b) With simple changes, Jumanji enforces tail-latency deadlines
and defends side channels at similar performance to Jigsaw.

Setting tail latency and security aside, the most successful
data movement techniques exploit the distributed nature of
multicore caches, i.e., non-uniform cache access (NUCA), to
keep data in close physical proximity to cores that access it [2, 6,
8, 23, 61, 79, 80]. Dynamic NUCA (D-NUCA) techniques yield
I. I NTRODUCTION
large improvements in system throughput and energy efficiency.
Unfortunately, prior D-NUCAs focus solely on reducing data
The datacenter has become the dominant computing enmovement, causing them to violate tail-latency deadlines and
vironment for many applications and will remain so for the
expose unnecessary cache side channels. This paper revisits
foreseeable future. Its massive scale and multi-tenancy introthese techniques to see what they can offer in the datacenter.
duce new demands that systems were not originally designed
Our central message is that, with just a few small changes,
for. Specifically, many datacenter applications are sensitive to
D-NUCA offers a superior solution for both tail latency and
tail latency, not raw computing throughput, since the slowest
security at the last-level cache.
request out of many determines end-to-end performance [16].
Simultaneously, multi-tenancy means that applications now Prior D-NUCAs ignore tail latency and security
commonly run alongside untrusted applications. Following
Fig. 1a illustrates how Jigsaw [6, 8], a state-of-the-art Dseveral high-profile breaches [42, 44], security has become a NUCA, places data in a multicore LLC. It depicts threads and
first-order concern for many datacenter customers.
data in an 8-core system, using colors to indicate different
This paper focuses on data movement at the shared last-level processes. Jigsaw tries to minimize overall data movement
cache (LLC), a major factor in both tail latency and security. (both off-chip cache misses and on-chip network traversals) by
Data movement has a first-order effect on tail latency, as the placing applications’ data in nearby LLC banks. We observe
time spent accessing data often sets the tail, and on security, the following pros and cons of prior D-NUCAs:
as many attacks target shared state in caches.
Tail latency: By intelligently placing data near cores,
The problem: Abundant prior work has tried to address these D-NUCAs can meet a given performance target while using
challenges, but offers incomplete or unsatisfactory solutions. fewer resources. This frees up cache banks for other applications
Prior work in tail latency meets deadlines by reserving re- to use. We find that, with the right allocations, D-NUCA
sources for latency-critical applications [12, 51], harming the can meet tail-latency deadlines with significantly higher batch
performance of co-running “batch” applications without such performance than prior techniques.
deadlines. Prior work in security defends against microarchitecHowever, prior D-NUCAs like Jigsaw are oblivious to
tural side channels [42, 44, 45, 47, 65, 71, 83, 87, 91], but leaves applications’ goals (e.g., tail-latency deadlines), so they perform
some attacks undefended, harms application performance, or poorly on latency-critical applications. For example, at low
increases system complexity.
load, latency-critical applications generate few LLC accesses,
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TABLE I: Comparison of Jumanji to prior LLC designs.
Tail latency

Security

Batch speedup

Tail-aware [12, 35, 51]
Secure [20, 63, 64, 65]
D-NUCA [6, 8, 93]

3
7
7

7
3
7

7
7
3

Jumanji

3

3

3

D-NUCAs to simplify its implementation, requiring only a few,
simple changes in software over Jigsaw.
Contributions

so Jigsaw tends to shift resources away from them to reduce
data movement of batch applications. While such decisions
may make sense from a data movement perspective, they cause
latency-critical applications to miss their deadlines, harming
overall system performance. It is therefore inadequate for DNUCAs to focus exclusively on data movement—D-NUCAs
must incorporate applications’ goals.
Security: By clustering data near cores, D-NUCA naturally
avoids sharing cache state between applications. As a result, DNUCA can offer stronger isolation between applications than
conventional cache partitioning, since data reside in physically
separate cache banks. This makes it difficult for attackers to
observe or interact with victims’ cache accesses, simply because
they do not share any cache with them.
D-NUCAs can thus solve two security flaws with NUCAoblivious LLC designs. First, as we show in Sec. VI, LLCs
are vulnerable to timing attacks on shared cache ports. Prior
secure LLC designs do not defend this attack. Second, we show
that standard partitioning defenses offer imperfect performance
isolation due to leakage through the shared cache replacement
policy, and also significantly harm performance by lowering
associativity. D-NUCA avoids all of these problems by placing
untrusted applications’ data in different LLC banks.
Unfortunately, prior D-NUCAs do not specifically target
security, so these benefits so far arise only as a happy accident
and cannot be relied upon by datacenter customers.
Jumanji: Redesigning D-NUCA for tail latency and security

This paper’s message is that D-NUCA offers superior
performance and security for datacenter applications than
existing techniques. Specifically, we contribute the following:
• We present Jumanji, the first D-NUCA designed for tail latency and security. Jumanji achieves these goals with better
performance and energy efficiency than prior solutions.
Moreover, Jumanji is practical, requiring only a few simple
software changes to existing D-NUCAs.
• We show that Jumanji meets tail-latency deadlines with significantly less cache capacity than prior work, freeing space
for other applications. As a result, Jumanji significantly
improves batch performance.
• We show that Jumanji offers stronger security than prior
secure LLC designs. We give the first demonstration of an
LLC port attack and of performance leakage in a strictly
partitioned LLC. Jumanji defends all LLC attacks, including
conventional content-based attacks and these new ones, with
much better performance than prior designs.
• We evaluate Jumanji in microarchitectural simulation on
a 20-core multicore system running mixes of batch and
latency-critical applications. We show that Jumanji speeds
up batch applications by 11%–15%, vs. 11%–18% for
Jigsaw and 0%–4% for NUCA-oblivious designs, and that
Jumanji comes within 2% of the batch performance of an
idealized design that eliminates competition between batch
and latency-critical applications.
Road map: Sec. II discusses prior work on NUCA, tail latency,
and security. Sec. III motivates Jumanji with an extended case
study. Sec. IV presents a high-level overview of Jumanji’s
design. Sec. V discusses how Jumanji enforces tail-latency
deadlines, and Sec. VI how Jumanji eliminates cache bank
attacks. Sec. VII gives our experimental methodology, and
Sec. VIII evaluates Jumanji. Finally, Sec. IX concludes.

We design a new D-NUCA called Jumanji to capitalize
on the above advantages while addressing the disadvantages.
Fig. 1b shows how Jumanji’s allocations differ from Jigsaw.
II. BACKGROUND
Jumanji enforces tail latency by reserving enough cache space
A. Data movement and multicore caching
for each latency-critical application to meet its deadlines, using
Data movement is more expensive than compute, and is
feedback control [12, 51]. Since data placement significantly
reduces data movement, Jumanji actually meets deadlines with becoming only more so [15, 39, 76]. This fact has led to a
much less cache space than prior work, freeing cache space resurgence in cache research to reduce data movement.
to accelerate batch applications. Jumanji enforces security by Non-uniform cache access (NUCA): To improve scaling,
placing data from untrusted applications, e.g., from different large caches are implemented via many smaller cache banks
virtual machines (VMs) [45], in different banks, guaranteeing connected over an on-chip network [40]. Commercial processtrong isolation between untrusted applications. Jumanji further sors use a “static NUCA” (S-NUCA) design that simply stripes
optimizes data placement within each VM’s allocation to data across banks. S-NUCA exposes non-uniform latency, but
minimize data movement for each application.
suffers from a large average distance to data.
Table I compares Jumanji against prior LLC designs in terms
Dynamic NUCA designs try to place data closer to cores.
of tail latency, security, and batch performance. Jumanji gets the Early D-NUCAs treated LLC banks as a hierarchy [4, 5, 10,
best of all worlds: it meets tail-latency deadlines, defends a wide 13, 59, 68, 93], e.g., by checking the local bank before a global
range of cache attacks, and nearly matches Jigsaw’s speedup. “home bank.” In contrast, single-lookup D-NUCAs restrict each
Jumanji is the only design that meets all of these objectives. memory address to live at a single LLC bank at a time [2, 6,
Moreover, Jumanji achieves these benefits by leveraging prior 11, 14, 23, 33], avoiding LLC directories and multiple lookups.
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These D-NUCAs typically control placement at page granularity partitioning). We compare Jumanji with a similar scheme;
and cache page locations in the TLB.
however, we compare them only at the LLC.
Though single-lookup D-NUCAs originally used the page Jumanji vs. prior work on tail latency: We echo this broad
table out of convenience, this design lets software control where body of work in showing that D-NUCA must be designed for
data is placed. Software scheduling algorithms can find near- tail latency explicitly; designing for overall system efficiency
optimal data placements that would be too expensive to find is insufficient (Sec. V). Like prior work, Jumanji focuses on
in hardware alone [2, 6, 8, 79, 80]. Single-lookup D-NUCAs the LLC’s impact on tail latency and uses feedback control.
thus significantly reduce data movement over other D-NUCAs, However, no prior work has considered NUCA, which we show
at the cost of modest complexity in the operating system (OS). leaves significant performance on the table.
Beyond reducing data movement: Applications often care
about objectives other than raw performance or energy effi- C. Security and cache attacks
ciency. Hardware alone cannot manage data movement, as only
Recent work has demonstrated many microarchitectural
software knows to optimize for. To achieve a wide range of
application goals, hardware must yield control of the cache to security vulnerabilities. This paper focuses on shared-cache
software. Cache partitioning mechanisms [27, 69, 73, 82] let attacks which allow an attacker either to learn a victim’s
systems allocate the shared LLC among applications to manage access pattern through side channels [37, 38, 65] or harm
tail latency [21, 35, 51], improve fairness [60, 66], eliminate a victim’s performance. Prior work considers content-based
side channels [45, 65], or minimize data movement [69, 84, timing side-channel attacks, specifically conflict attacks where
85]. However, these partitioning mechanisms ignore NUCA, an attacker primes the cache so that a victim’s access will evict
the attacker’s data [46, 64, 88]. The attacker detects what data
needlessly increasing data movement.
Jumanji vs. prior work on caching: A key insight of this the victim accesses by timing its own cache accesses.
paper is that, because they place data in software, single-lookup Defending conflict attacks: Prior work offers many deD-NUCAs can also optimize for high-level objectives like tail fenses for conflict attacks [37, 47, 71, 72, 88]. However,
latency and security, while still greatly reducing data movement way-partitioning (i.e., Intel CAT [27]) is the simplest and
vs. cache partitioning techniques. Jumanji is the first D-NUCA by far the most common defense. Way-partitioning restricts
to realize this opportunity. Jumanji thus generalizes prior D- different processes to different cache ways, eliminating conflict
NUCAs to support modern datacenter workloads.
attacks. Unfortunately, way-partitioning reduces associativity,
so only a few partitions can be used before performance drops
B. Redesigning systems for tail latency
precipitously. Consequently, prior way-partitioning designs can
User-facing applications in the datacenter are increasingly only defend a small amount of data, which must be explicitly
driving growth in computing [29]. Unlike traditional computer designated as sensitive by the OS [41, 45, 83]. Many alternatives
systems that run scientific, analytic, or other batch workloads, to way-partitioning face similar limitations [43, 49, 90] or do
these user-facing applications care about response latency, not guarantee isolation [53, 73, 82].
which must be short (e.g., 100 ms) to keep users engaged [16, Other cache attacks: The above techniques address conflict
75]. Moreover, since serving a request requires completing attacks, but they leave other LLC attacks undefended. In particmany tasks, the overall response latency is set by the longest ular, port attacks exploit shared structures to leak information,
of these tasks, making systems sensitive to tail latency.
as queueing delay reveals when a victim uses the shared
Prior work has re-designed systems for tail latency in many structure [1, 9]. Caches’ limited ports make them vulnerable
ways [3, 18, 56]. Systems minimize power through dynamic to port attacks, which have been demonstrated in CPU L1
voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) [26, 34, 50, 51, 52, caches [31] and GPUs [32]. In Sec. VI, we demonstrate that
86, 92], varying parallelism [22, 62, 67] as load fluctuates, CPU LLCs are also vulnerable to port attacks.
or finding jobs that can safely run alongside latency-critical
Moreover, we show that way-partitioning offers incomplete
applications [17, 18, 19, 55, 89]. This work is complementary performance isolation due to shared microarchitectural state
to Jumanji and falls outside the scope of this paper.
in the replacement policy. This allows untrusted processes to
Caching for tail latency: A few systems focus on the effect harm a victim’s performance, e.g., by causing missed deadlines.
of the LLC on tail latency. Ubik [35] partitions the LLC to
The only prior defense against these attacks is Ironhide [63].
safely co-locate batch and latency-critical applications. Similar Ironhide is a secure enclave that splits a multicore into two
to DVFS, Ubik gives idle latency-critical applications minimal clusters of tiles, “trusted” and “untrusted”, and prevents all
LLC space and “boosts” the allocation once a request arrives. resource sharing across them. Ironhide defends LLC attacks,
Since latency-critical applications are mostly idle, Ubik non- but it comes at a high price and with some disadvantages. For
trivially increases batch allocations.
example, the enclave approach has limited scalability, since,
Heracles [51] and Parties [12] control LLC space, core DVFS, e.g., each cluster requires its own memory controller (Ironhide
memory bandwidth, and network traffic to meet tail-latency supports just two clusters). Finally, Ironhide ignores tail latency
deadlines. These systems manage resources through feedback and does not optimize data placement within each cluster to
control and partition the LLC using Intel CAT [27] (i.e., way- reduce data movement.
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Fig. 2: Representative data placements for a workload (a) with four VMs running a mix of latency-critical and batch applications on
different LLC designs. (b) Adaptive dynamically adjusts latency-critical allocations to meet deadlines with minimal LLC space, but
data is far away from threads. (c) VM-Part additionally partitions LLC space between VMs to avoid conflict side-channel attacks,
but is vulnerable to new attacks on other shared cache structures. (d) Jigsaw places data to minimize data movement, ignoring tail
latency and security. And (e) Jumanji, which places data to meet deadlines and defend side channels with minimal data movement.

share a 20 MB LLC that is distributed into 20 banks over a
mesh network-on-chip (NoC). (See Sec. VII for details.) To this
base multicore, Jumanji adds D-NUCA hardware that controls
where data is placed in the LLC, as detailed in Sec. IV-A.

Out-oforder core

L1d L1i TLB

A. Case study

VC id

To see how Jumanji improves upon prior work, we now
consider
an extended case study, illustrated in Fig. 2. The
L2
UMON
workload is shown in Fig. 2a: four VMs share the 20-core
Fig. 3: A 20-core system with a distributed LLC (20×1 MB system, each running one latency-critical application (xapian
banks). Jumanji adds simple hardware to control data place- from TailBench [36]) and four batch applications (randomly
ment, borrowed from Jigsaw [6, 8]. Green indicates modified chosen from SPEC CPU2006); we show that other workloads
components, and blue indicates new components.
yield the same conclusions in Sec. VIII.
To see how different LLC designs behave on this workload,
Jumanji vs. prior work on security: Since D-NUCAs
physically separate data into different banks, Jumanji gives the remaining plots in Fig. 2 depict where threads and data are
a complete defense against all of the above attacks. Moreover, placed in each design. Each VM is represented as a different
we show that Jumanji defends conflict attacks with complete color (blue, brown, pink, and green), and applications within
performance isolation and without the associativity-induced each VM as different shades of this color. Threads are clustered
performance problems of prior partitioning defenses. To the in quadrants, with latency-critical applications running in the
contrary, Jumanji offers significant performance gains, as we corners. LLC banks are colored to show where data is placed.
leverage existing D-NUCAs to minimize data movement while Latency-critical applications are highlighted with a black border.
We consider the following LLC designs:
meeting applications’ tail-latency and security goals.
• Adaptive (Fig. 2b) reserves space in each bank using
III. M OTIVATION
way-partitioning [27] and dynamically adjusts the allocations
System context: Jumanji is focused on the datacenter environ- through feedback control [12, 51]. Adaptive partitions latencyment, where applications often run in virtual machines (VMs) or critical data to guarantee tail latency is kept low, but it does not
containers alongside other untrusted VMs. This multi-tenancy partition batch data because doing so lowers LLC associativity.
is important to improve utilization and reduce costs, since Note that Adaptive is a static NUCA design (i.e., it spreads
datacenter applications often run at low utilization to keep each application’s data across all LLC banks), so data is far
away from cores on average.
queueing low for latency-critical applications [3, 18, 56].
Multi-tenancy causes challenges for performance and security. • VM-Part (Fig. 2c) is a similar static NUCA design that, in
Datacenters run a wide range of workloads with different goals addition to reserving space for xapian exactly like Adaptive
and characteristics, demanding architectures that perform well through feedback control, also partitions batch data from each
in a wide range of scenarios. Co-running VMs can cause VM within each LLC bank. This partitioning defends against
performance interference, particularly at the tail, demanding conflict timing attacks (Sec. II-C), but lowers LLC associativity
effective resource partitioning. Co-running VMs are also and thus harms batch performance.
• Jigsaw (Fig. 2d) is a state-of-the-art D-NUCA that minimizes
untrusted, demanding robust and universal security.
This paper presents Jumanji, a new D-NUCA that meets all data movement [6, 8], but ignores tail latency and security.
of these demands in a single, simple design. Fig. 3 shows the Jigsaw places data in LLC banks near threads, and partitions
multicore that we consider in this paper: 20 out-of-order cores data within each bank for performance isolation.
LLC bank
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with limited associativity, it pays for this security with lower
batch performance. This paper also considers an attacker that
observes a victims’ LLC accesses through other shared cache
structures, e.g., cache ports (see Sec. VI-A). For such attacks to
succeed, the attacker only needs to share an LLC bank with the
victim. Fig. 4c quantifies how vulnerable each design is to such
an attack by plotting the number of untrusted applications that
share an LLC bank when a victim accesses it, averaged across
all applications and LLC accesses (higher is worse). Waypartitioning is no defense against such attacks, so S-NUCA
designs fare badly—all untrusted applications can potentially
observe every access. D-NUCA offers a natural mitigation
against this attack by clustering data near threads. In Jigsaw,
many fewer untrusted applications can observe each access,
but this benefit arises only as a by-product of minimizing data
movement. Jumanji strongly enforces this constraint, never
sharing banks between untrusted VMs, so that no untrusted
application can ever observe an access.

500

(c) Vulnerability to shared-cache-structure attacks (Sec. VI-A).
Fig. 4: How different LLC designs behave over time. All but
Jigsaw meet tail deadlines, but Adaptive and VM-Part need more
space than Jumanji. Jigsaw and Jumanji improve security by
physically isolating VMs’ data.
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Fig. 5: Jumanji meets tail-latency deadlines and defends side

• Jumanji (Fig. 2e) is our new D-NUCA design that targets channels much more efficiently than non-NUCA approaches.
applications’ tail-latency and security goals. Like Adaptive,
Jumanji reserves space for latency-critical applications using Jumanji gets the best of all worlds: Fig. 5 shows end-tofeedback control to meet their deadlines. Like VM-Part, Jumanji end results for this case study. Both Adaptive and VM-Part
isolates data from different VMs; in fact, Jumanji gets stronger meet tail-latency deadlines, but get negligible batch speedup.
isolation by never sharing LLC banks across VMs. Like Jigsaw, Jigsaw improves batch performance, but causes unacceptable
Jumanji places data near threads to minimize data movement. tail-latency violations. Jumanji meets tail-latency deadlines,
Jumanji meets tail deadlines with much less LLC space, nearly matches Jigsaw’s speedup, and improves security by
whereas Jigsaw badly violates deadlines: Fig. 4 quantifies never sharing banks across VMs. Jumanji is thus a superior
how each LLC design behaves over time, in terms of tail design for tail latency and security: it meets deadlines with
latency, LLC space, and security. Fig. 4a shows xapian’s better batch performance, while defending more attacks. The
request latencies. All designs maintain low tail latency, except rest of this paper expands on this motivation, describing how
for Jigsaw, whose latency grows increasingly large over time. Jumanji works and evaluating it across many applications.
Fig. 4b explains why by plotting how much LLC space is
IV. J UMANJI ’ S D ESIGN IN A N UTSHELL
reserved for xapian in each design (averaged across VMs).
Unlike the others, Jigsaw gives xapian very little space. This
Fig. 6 gives a high-level overview of Jumanji’s design.
is because latency-critical applications run at low utilization to Several VMs run in userspace, each with some mix of latencyavoid queueing, and thus tend to generate little data movement. critical and batch applications. Latency-critical applications
So Jigsaw, which cares only about data movement, tends to de- inform Jumanji’s low-level OS/hypervisor runtime of their tailprioritize latency-critical applications and allocate them little latency requirements and when each request completes, and
LLC space. Jumanji fixes this problem by giving xapian all applications inform Jumanji of their “trust domain” (e.g.,
enough space to keep the tail low. Moreover, Jumanji meets the VM they belong to [45]).
tail-latency deadlines with less space than Adaptive or VM-Part
Jumanji has software and hardware components. Jumanji’s
because Jumanji places data close to threads, letting a smaller hardware is simple and borrowed from Jigsaw, as described
allocation achieve equivalent performance (see Sec. V-A).
below. Jumanji’s changes lie in the software layer, where the OS
Jumanji improves security by physically separating VMs’ periodically (every 100 ms) places data to enforce applications’
data in distinct LLC banks: Next we consider security. All tail-latency and security goals while minimizing data movement.
designs except for Adaptive partition LLC space among VMs, Jumanji is designed to be practical by reusing proven techniques
and so defend against conventional conflict timing attacks to simplify its design. Jumanji’s placement algorithm has three
(Sec. II-C). However, since VM-Part is an S-NUCA design broad steps:
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Fig. 6: Jumanji periodically reoptimizes data placement to ensure that tail-latency deadlines are met and side channels are eliminated.
1 A feedback controller reserves space for latency-critical applications to meet their deadlines. 2 Data from untrusted applications
is physically separated into different LLC banks. 3 Data placement is optimized within each VM to minimize data movement.

1 Jumanji reserves space for each latency-critical application
in nearby LLC banks, using a feedback controller. This step
ensures tail-latency deadlines are met.
2 Jumanji partitions the remaining LLC banks among VMs.
This step defends against cache attacks while minimizing
off-chip data movement.
3 Jumanji optimizes batch data placement within each VM’s
banks. This step minimizes on-chip data movement.
These steps complete quickly in software, taking a negligible
fraction of system cycles. Once the new allocation is found,
Jumanji installs the new placement in its hardware.
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Fig. 7: The virtual-cache translation buffer (VTB) controls
data placement. Addresses are hashed to index into the VC’s
placement descriptor, yielding the address’s unique LLC location.

sample ≈1% of accesses to determine how many LLC misses
the VC would incur at different allocation sizes.
A. Jumanji hardware
Hardware overheads: In all, Jumanji adds small hardware
Jumanji borrows Jigaw’s D-NUCA hardware without modifi- overheads to the baseline multicore. The necessary logic is
cation [6, 8]. For readers unfamiliar with Jigsaw, we now briefly simple (e.g., table lookups and hashing), and the area of the
describe how it works. Fig. 3 depicts the hardware Jumanji VTB and UMONs are dominated by data arrays, which store
adds to control data placement. Jumanji is a single-lookup 9 KB of state in total (8 KB for UMONs and less than 1 KB for
D-NUCA that places data at page granularity (Sec. II-A).
the VTB). This is less than 1% of the per-tile cache storage.
Controlling data placement: Jumanji maps each page to a System hardware changes: To better reflect production sysvirtual cache (VC), a new OS abstraction for managing data tems, we use way-partitioning [27] and DRRIP replacement [30]
placement. For this paper, it suffices to think of there being one within each LLC bank, instead of Vantage partitioning [73]
VC per application [61, 80]. The OS controls page mappings via and LRU as in Jigsaw’s evaluation. We approximate DRRIP’s
the page table, and the TLB is extended to store each page’s miss curve by taking the convex hull of LRU’s miss curve,
VC id. Each core also contains a virtual-cache translation which can be measured much more cheaply [7, 81].
buffer (VTB) that determines which LLC bank holds a memory
address for a given VC. Its operation is illustrated in Fig. 7. B. OS integration
The VTB maps a VC id to a placement descriptor, a 128-entry
Software runtime: Jumanji operates as a low-level software
array of bank ids. The LLC bank is determined by hashing the
runtime tightly integrated with the VM hypervisor. Every
address to index into the VC descriptor. Software can therefore
100 ms, Jumanji’s runtime executes a data placement algorithm
control where each VC is placed in the LLC by setting the
(detailed in Secs. V and VI) to reconfigure all applications’ LLC
entries in its VC descriptor.
allocations and placements. New data placements are installed
Coherence: Jumanji maintains coherence when pages change by updating each core’s VTB, and allocations within each
VCs or data placement changes without pausing thread execu- bank are enforced through way-partitioning (e.g., Intel CAT).
tion. Each LLC bank walks its array and, in the background, When threads migrate across cores, Jumanji migrates their LLC
invalidates lines that have moved. This requires lightweight allocations along with the threads, like prior D-NUCAs [8, 23].
hardware; for details, see [6, 8].
Jumanji requires integration with the VM hypervisor to know
Monitoring miss curves: To intelligently place data, Jumanji which applications run within each VM. This allows Jumanji
needs to know how each VC is accessed. Jumanji profiles this to isolate VMs into distinct LLC banks. When launched, new
in hardware through utility monitors (UMONs) [8, 69], which VMs are provided a small LLC allocation (e.g., one bank)
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along with their core(s) until Jumanji’s next reconfiguration data movement. Tail latency also degrades more gracefully
determines their LLC allocation. If VMs exceed the number with D-NUCA than without; D-NUCA’s worst-case latency is
of LLC banks, then multiple VMs by necessity must share roughly 18× lower than S-NUCA’s.
an LLC bank, potentially compromising security (Sec. VI-A).
Like other secure designs [63], Jumanji handles this by flushing B. Jumanji’s OS interface
the shared cache on context switch—but note that only the
Similar to prior work on tail latency (Sec. II-B), Jumanji
LLC banks shared with the swapped-in VM must be flushed.
extends the system-call interface to let system administrators
Software overheads: Jumanji’s overheads are small. We register latency-critical applications and let these applications
measured the execution time for Jumanji’s placement algorithm report their tail-latency deadline and when requests begin and
across all evaluated experiments. Jumanji’s placement algorithm complete. Jumanji asks applications to share their performance
runs once every 100 ms and takes 11.9 Mcycles on average. This goals, not desired resource allocations, to reduce waste from
corresponds to negligible execution overhead of 0.22% of sys- over-provisioning [18]. Jumanji takes responsibility for allotem cycles (= 11.9 Mcycles/[20 cores × 100 ms × 2.66 GHz]), cating resources to meet these goals. Jumanji runs multiple
which only affects batch performance and is included in our latency-critical applications together on the same multicore
results. More frequent reconfigurations do not improve results. system and places them as far apart as possible to minimize
LLC contention. A better mapping may be possible [8], but
V. J UMANJI FOR TAIL L ATENCY
We first motivate D-NUCA for meeting tail-latency deadlines. that is outside the scope of this work.
Then we introduce a simple software algorithm which uses
Jumanji’s hardware to manage latency-critical applications more
efficiently than prior, non-NUCA approaches.

C. How much LLC space do latency-critical applications need?

95th-Percentile
Latency (ms)

Jumanji uses a simple feedback controller to decide how
much
of the LLC to allocate to each latency-critical application.
A. Motivation: Why D-NUCA for tail latency?
When a request completes, the OS buffers its response latency
First, we evaluate the effect of D-NUCA on xapian’s tail la(including queueing delay). If it has seen enough requests to
tency independent of batch applications. Fig. 8 shows xapian’s
determine the tail latency of recent requests (e.g., 20 requests for
tail (95th-percentile) latency when xapian is allocated different
95th-percentile latency), then it updates the feedback controller
portions of the LLC. The red line shows tail latency when
with this tail latency and adjusts the application’s allocation.
allocations are set using way-partitioning (i.e., Intel CAT),
Listing 1 gives pseudocode for this procedure.
which spreads data around all LLC banks. The blue line shows
tail latency when allocations are reserved in the closest LLC
Listing 1: The OS is updated every time a latency-critical request
banks. (See Fig. 2b and Fig. 2e.)
completes. Once the number of completed requests exceeds a

25 Up to 285 ms
20
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5
00
1

configurable interval, the feedback controller updates the size
allocated for that latency-critical application.

S-NUCA
D-NUCA

1
2
3
4
5
6

def RequestCompleted (latency ,app):
latencies [app ]. append ( latency )
if latencies [app ]. size () > configurationInterval :
tail = getPercentile ( latencies [app ] ,95)
latAppSize [app] = ctrl. update (tail ,deadline ,app)
latencies [app ]. clear ()

The controller increases the application’s allocation by 10%
if tail latency exceeds 95% of the deadline, and reduces it by
Fig. 8: How xapian’s tail latency varies with its cache allocation, 10% if it is below 85% of the deadline. If tail latency exceeds
with and without D-NUCA. D-NUCA lets xapian meet its tail- the deadline by 10%, the controller “panics” and boosts the
latency deadline with much less LLC space.
allocation to a canonical, safe size (one-eighth of the LLC in
Fig. 8 illustrates two important points. First, as found in our experiments). This boost is necessary because we find that
prior work [35, 51], cache allocations have a large impact on even very short spikes in queueing latency frequently set the
tail latency. In S-NUCA, moving from a large allocation to a tail. Alternatively, we could use queue length, but that would
small allocation degrades tail latency by up to 50×. This is require additional information from applications [34].
because the request arrival rate exceeds the system’s service Controller sensitivity: Jumanji is minimally sensitive to the
feedback controller’s parameters, letting Jumanji use a single set
rate, yielding unbounded queueing latency.
Second, which has not been considered in prior work, NUCA of parameters across many different latency-critical applications.
also has a large impact on tail latency. When allocations are Fig. 9 shows gmean weighted speedup (bars) and tail latency
placed in nearby banks, xapian can meet tail-latency deadlines (lines) for the same workload as Fig. 5, varying one parameter
with much less space than in S-NUCA. For example, xapian’s at a time. The first group varies the target latency range, the
tail latency with a 2 MB D-NUCA allocation is the same as second group varies the panic threshold, and the last group
3 MB with S-NUCA. D-NUCA thus frees 1 MB for other varies the step size. Results change very little across parameter
applications to use, while saving energy by reducing on-chip values; we use the bolded parameter values in our experiments.

2

3

Latency-Critical LLC Allocation (MB)

4
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After ensuring tail-latency deadlines are met, Jumanji defends
against cache attacks. This section describes our threat model,
discusses why D-NUCA improves security, demonstrates a new
LLC attack, and explains how Jumanji defends against LLC
attacks while improving performance.
A. Threat model

Fig. 9: Variation in speedup and latency as parameter values for
the feedback controller change. Jumanji is insensitive to values.

Listing 2: Jumanji uses feedback control to determine each
latency-critical application’s allocation, then places this allocation
nearby. All remaining cache space is allocated for batch applications. Every 100 ms, the OS invokes this algorithm to produce a
matrix allocs[b][a] which denotes how much space application
a is allocated in cache bank b.
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def LatCritPlacer ( bankBalance ): # capacity per bank
orderedBanks = sortBanksByDistance ( latApps )
foreach latApp :
preferredBanks = orderedBanks [ latApp ]
latAppAlloc = latAppSize [ latApp ] # Set by feedback
while latAppAlloc > 0: # allocate greedily
bestBank = preferredBanks .next ()
allocSize = min( bankBalance [ bestBank ], latAppAlloc )
allocs [ bestBank ][ latApp ] = allocSize
latAppAlloc -= allocSize
return allocs

Jumanji targets datacenters where a single machine is shared
by several VMs. As in prior work [45], processes in the same
VM trust each other, but not processes from other VMs. VMs
allow users to share hardware, but users expect their data to
be secure from attack by other users.
We are concerned with cache attacks across VMs at the
shared LLC, which is distributed into banks over a NoC. LLC
architecture is complex and shares several components. Fig. 10
illustrates the attacks that we consider.
Cache controller

Shared
2 cache
ports

3 Imperfect
performance
isolation
1 Shared cache
contents

D. Placing latency-critical allocations in the LLC
Once Jumanji’s software knows how much space to give
each latency-critical application, Jumanji next greedily places
Fig. 10: The three shared cache components considered in this
latency-critical allocations to prevent batch applications from paper. 1 : Conflict attacks through shared cache sets. 2 : Port atclaiming the space. This placement is sub-optimal for batch tacks through shared bank ports. And 3 : Imperfect performance
throughput, but it ensures that tail-latency deadlines are met. isolation through adaptive cache replacement state.
Listing 2 gives pseudocode for Jumanji’s algorithm. Jumanji’s LatCritPlacer first sorts LLC banks for each latency- 1 Conflict attacks: An attacker exploits the presence or
critical application by distance from the application according to absence of data in the shared cache to determine the victim’s
the NoC topology. (Jumanji’s algorithms are topology-agnostic.) access pattern. This is the standard cache side-channel attack,
Then it simply grabs space in the closest banks until it has which has many defenses (as discussed in Sec. II-C). Jumanji’s
placed all latAppSize’s space. All remaining space is left for advantage for conflict attacks is that it has much higher effective
batch applications (we will optimize batch placement below, associativity than conventional way-partitioning, letting it
defend all data while maintaining high performance.
ensuring security across VMs).
This greedy algorithm is simple, but surprisingly effective 2 Port attacks: An attacker exploits queueing at shared cache
and leaves little room for improvement. We explored a more ports to determine when a victim accesses a cache bank. To
sophisticated (and significantly more complicated) algorithm the best of our knowledge, we are the first to demonstrate a
that trades cache space between batch and latency-critical port attack at the LLC. Port attacks are not defended by prior
applications after placing batch data, moving batch data closer defenses for conflict attacks.
while compensating latency-critical applications. We omit this 3 Performance leakage: Finally, we discovered that standard
algorithm because its gains were marginal over the much partitioning-based defenses do not offer strong performance
simpler LatCritPlacer and because, as Sec. VIII-C shows, isolation due to shared microarchitectural state in the replaceJumanji’s batch performance with this greedy placement is ment policy. This can allow an attacker to, e.g., cause a victim
already close to an idealized design.
to miss its tail-latency deadlines.
Note that way-partitioning like Intel CAT [27] does not
The resulting placement meets tail-latency deadlines, unlike
prior D-NUCAs. However, LatCritPlacer provides no better defend against attacks 2 and 3 , since it does not separate
security than Jigsaw and has not yet optimized batch data data into different banks. The rest of this section explores these
placement. We address these limitations next.
attacks and explains how Jumanji defends them.
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Way-partioning is the most common defense against LLC
attacks. Here we briefly discuss some additional limitations
of way-partitioning as an LLC defense, which Jumanji solves

D. Jumanji: Defending all LLC attacks at high performance
The message of the discussion thus far is that it is unwise
for untrusted applications to share LLC banks. LLC banks

Attacker LLC Access Time
(CPU Cycles)

Cache banks have a limited number of ports [40]. Independent of attacks that depend on shared state within a bank,
contention on shared cache ports is another timing side channel
that lets an attacker observe a victim’s memory accesses. Since
prior preservation and randomization defenses (Sec. II-C) build
on an S-NUCA baseline, untrusted applications still share LLC
banks, leaving port attacks undefended. Such an attack is noisier
than conflict attacks because it relies on queueing, but we now
show it is feasible on current processors.
Fig. 11 demonstrates an LLC port attack on an Intel Xeon
E5-2650 v4. An attacker thread constantly floods a target
cache bank, using the algorithm in [48], and records the time
to complete every 100 LLC accesses (to amortize timing
overheads). Fig. 11 displays measured access times vs. wallclock time, where darker color indicates a larger number of
measurements at that value. Outliers (<0.1% of accesses) are
excluded.
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Fig. 11: LLC access times for an attacker flooding a target
LLC bank with accesses (with and without a co-running victim
process). The victim accesses each LLC bank, causing 12 spikes
in latency for the attacker. The attacker detects victim accesses
to a target bank by higher access times due to port conflicts.

The victim is a multi-threaded process (with 3 threads) that,
for demonstration purposes, rotates through flooding each LLC
bank, pausing in between banks for several million cycles.
Since the Xeon E5-2650 has twelve LLC banks, this gives rise
to twelve peaks in Fig. 11. Note that the victim accesses a
different cache set from the attacker to guarantee that contention
does not occur from the cache contents.
Fig. 11 shows that latency increases whenever the victim is
active due to NoC contention, but delay is noticeably higher
when the victim accesses the same bank as the attacker (avg.
time > 32 cycles). This result is clear and consistent across
runs, demonstrating that port attacks are viable at the LLC.
Such port contention could be realized in practice through
microarchitectural replay attacks [78], frequent coherence
misses to shared data among victims, or frequent evictions
if the victim has a small LLC partition.

Normalized
Tail Latency

C. Performance leakage and degradation in way-partitioning

“for free” (i.e., at no performance loss or added complexity)
while defending port attacks.
Performance leakage, even with partitioning: Modern, adaptive cache replacement policies dynamically switch policies
using set-dueling [30, 70]. Since set-dueling chooses between
policies at cache-bank granularity, all applications accessing
a bank both influence which policy is used and are impacted
by the chosen policy, regardless of partitioning mechanisms.
Hence, interactions between processes in set-dueling’s shared
counters can let VMs affect each others’ performance even
when the VMs are isolated into partitions.
Fig. 12 demonstrates the imWay Partitioning
Jumanji
pact of this performance leakage.
1.1
img-dnn, a latency-critical application from Tailbench [36], is run
1.0
alongside different mixes of batch
0.9
applications with DRRIP replacement [30]. The red line plots
0.8
0
80
160 tail latency, normalized to img-dnn
running alone, on S-NUCA with a
Latency App
Fig. 12: Tail-latency distri- 2.5 MB fixed LLC partition, sorted
bution for four instances from best to worst for 40 random
of img-dnn when run mixes of SPEC CPU2006 applicaalongside 40 batch mixes tions. For each mix, img-dnn has
with a fixed LLC partithe same, static LLC partition, yet
tion.
its tail latency varies significantly
depending on the co-running batch applications. The result is
tail-latency violations, sometimes exceeding 10%.
In contrast, the blue line plots tail latency when img-dnn is
allocated the two closest 1 MB banks (like Jumanji with a fixed
allocation). Tail latency is stable, independent of co-running
batch applications, and 20% lower than S-NUCA, even with a
smaller partition.
Universal defense of conflict attacks at high performance:
Like prior work (Sec. II-C), Jumanji defends against conflict
attacks by partitioning the cache. However, there is a major
difference between Jumanji and prior defenses: Jumanji is not
limited by associativity, so it can easily protect all applications’
data while maintaining high performance.
This is a consequence of how D-NUCAs place data across
all banks: In a 20-core system with highly associative, 32-way
LLC banks, conventional way-partitioning limits applications
to 1 or 2 ways when each core is given its own partition.
As a result, prior work requires the OS to designate one
or a few applications as security-sensitive, and only defends
their data [41, 45]. This security model is inadequate in the
datacenter, where no customer wants to be the one left with
poor security.
Jumanji instead places data across all banks, giving
20 banks × 32 ways/bank = 640 ways to partition among
applications. Jumanji can thus afford to give each application
its own partition while maintaining high associativity.

B. Demonstration of an LLC port attack
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Cores

contain many architectural and microarchitectural components,
which expose a large attack surface when shared among
untrusted processes. Isolating VMs into separate cache banks
protects against all bank attacks and mitigates uncontrollable
performance impacts. However, though D-NUCA has natural
advantages as an LLC defense mechanism, prior D-NUCAs
only realize these advantages heuristically.
Listing 3: Jumanji’s D-NUCA data-placement algorithm first
reserves space for latency-critical applications to meet deadlines,
then allocates entire banks among VMs to defend against cache
attacks. Finally, it uses Jigsaw’s data-placement algorithm to
optimize batch applications within each VM.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

def JumanjiPlacer ( bankBalance ): # capacity per bank
latAppAllocs = LatCritPlacer ( bankBalance )
batchBalance = sum( bankBalance ) - sum( latAppAllocs )
vmCurves = CalculateMissCurve (VMs)
sizeOfVMs = JumanjiLookahead ( batchBalance ,vmCurves ,
latAppAllocs )
foreach VM:
sizeofVMs [VM] += latAppAllocs [VM]
while VMs not all placed :
AllocatePreferredBankToNextVM ()
foreach VM:
allocs [VM] = latAppAllocs [VM]
allocs [VM] += Jigsaw ( batchApps [VM ])
return allocs

L1 caches
L2 caches
Coherence
Last-level
cache
Memory

20 cores, x86-64 ISA, 2.66 GHz OOO Nehalem [77]
32 KB, 8-way set-associative, split data and instruction
caches, 3-cycle latency
128 KB private per-core, 8-way set-associative, inclusive,
6-cycle latency
MESI, 64 B lines, no silent drops; sequential consistency
20 MB shared LLC, 5×4 1 MB banks; 32-way
set-associative, 13-cycle bank latency; mesh NoC, 128-bit
flits and links, X-Y routing, 2-cycle pipelined routers,
1-cycle links
4 memory controllers at chip corners; 120-cycle latency

TABLE II: System parameters in our experimental evaluation.

security threats that we identify. With these simple software
changes, Jumanji generalizes Jigsaw to support the needs of
modern datacenter applications.
VII. M ETHODOLOGY

Jumanji’s approach: Jumanji improves prior D-NUCAs to
completely defend LLC attacks while maintaining high performance. Jumanji defends these attacks by preventing untrusted
applications (e.g., from different VMs) from sharing banks.
We propose the JumanjiPlacer, which guarantees bank isolation between VMs, and efficiently meets tail-latency deadlines
by building on LatCritPlacer (Listing 2). Jumanji achieves
these benefits through a two-tiered placement algorithm which
only allows shared banks between applications in the same
VM, as shown in Listing 3.
JumanjiPlacer starts by calling LatCritPlacer to obtain the allocations for latency-critical applications. Next, it
computes a combined miss-rate curve for each VM’s batch
applications using the model in [61, Appendix B]. Remaining
LLC capacity is then divided among batch applications using
a slightly modified version of the Lookahead algorithm [69]
that guarantees each VM gets a bank-granular allocation. For
example, if a latency-critical application needs 1.3 LLC banks,
then JumanjiLookahead will allocate batch applications in
the same VM either 0.7, 1.7, 2.7, . . . , or 18.7 banks so that
the total LLC space allocated to the VM is a whole number.
Jumanji next places allocations in banks. Jumanji prioritizes meeting tail-latency deadlines over batch data movement by starting with the latency-critical allocations from
LatCritPlacer. JumanjiPlacer assigns remaining banks
in a round-robin fashion, letting each VM take the closest
remaining bank (according to NoC topology).
Finally, Jumanji optimizes batch data placement within each
VM. To do this, Jumanji simply calls Jigsaw’s batch placement
algorithm within each VM’s allocation (Listing 3, line 12).
Putting it all together: Jumanji guarantees that latency-critical
applications meet their deadlines by reserving them space in the
LLC, and then partitions LLC banks across VMs to avoid new

We evaluate Jumanji through detailed microarchitectural
simulation using ZSim [74]. Our experimental methodology is
similar to prior work [35, 79] and is detailed below.
System: Parameters are shown in Table II. We model a 20core system with a 20 MB shared LLC, with out-of-order cores
modeled on Nehalem [77]. We focus on data placement in the
LLC, which is distributed into 20 banks connected by a 5×4
mesh. NoC delays are taken from prior work [23, 24, 54, 79].
Each LLC bank uses way-partitioning (i.e., Intel CAT [27]) and
DRRIP replacement [30]. Main memory models bandwidth
partitioning with fixed latency [28, 51].
Applications: We use latency-critical applications from Tailbench [36] and batch applications from SPEC CPU2006. Each
experiment runs four latency-critical applications with a random mix of sixteen SPEC applications.1 The latency-critical
applications evaluated are masstree, xapian, img-dnn, silo,
and moses. Tailbench integrates a client and server together
in one process. The client issues a stream of requests with
exponentially distributed interarrival times at a given rate [57,
58]. We run experiments with both (i) random mixes of multiple
latency-critical applications and (ii) multiple instances of the
same latency-critical application.
VM environment: Except where stated otherwise, we consider
a datacenter scenario where four VMs share the resources of
a single system. Each VM occupies five cores in one corner
of the chip and runs one latency-critical application and four
batch SPEC applications. All applications within a VM trust
each other, and all applications from other VMs are untrusted.
Security metrics: We report vulnerability to port attacks by
computing the average number of potential attackers per LLC
access, as in Fig. 4c. Specifically, for a single LLC access, we
calculate the average number of applications from other VMs
which occupy any space in the LLC bank being accessed, and
then average across all LLC accesses.
Performance metrics: We measure 95th-percentile latency for
Tailbench applications and weighted speedup for batch applica1 SPEC applications are chosen from 401, 403, 410, 429, 433, 434, 436,
437, 454, 459, 462, 470, 471, 473, 482, and 483.
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Low

High

Num. queries

300
130
28
375
34

1475
570
135
1750
155

3000
1500
350
3500
300

TABLE III: Workload config. for latency-critical applications.

Adaptive
Jigsaw
bank, they are both fully
VM-Part
Jumanji
susceptible to these attacks.
15
Fig. 14 shows this vulnerability, plotting the average num10
ber of untrusted processes
sharing a bank when a victim
5
accesses it. All LLC accesses
0
with Adaptive and VM-Part
Fig.
14:
Each LLC design’s vulhave 15 potential attackers—
nerability
to port attacks, averi.e., all untrusted applications
aged over all experiments.
are potential attackers.
Jigsaw heuristically mitigates port attacks, and has just 0.63
potential attackers per access on average. However, heuristic
mitigations are unreliable. Jumanji’s placement algorithm
isolates VMs into separate banks, giving a complete defense
against both port attacks and performance leakage.

Potential Attackers
per LLC Access

QPS
masstree
xapian
img-dnn
silo
moses

tions. (Higher latency percentiles would require prohibitively
long simulations.) We compute weighted speedup using a
fixed-work methodology similar to FIESTA [25]: we profile
how many instructions each SPEC application completes in
15 B instructions when running in isolation and run all programs
until all finish. We profile the latency-critical applications to
determine request interarrival rates at low (10%) and high (50%)
load, shown in Table III. For all experiments, the deadline for a
latency-critical application is determined by the 95th percentile
tail latency when the application is run in isolation on high load
with four cache ways using way-partitioning. This corresponds B. Tail latency and batch speedup
to allocating the four latency-critical applications half of the
Jumanji meets deadlines with minimal data movement:
LLC.
Fig. 13 shows the normalized tail latency and gmean batch
LLC designs: We primarily compare the four designs already weighted speedup results for each policy when running copies
introduced in Sec. III:
of one latency-critical application or a random mix of latency1) Adaptive: an S-NUCA design that tunes the latency-critical critical applications. These box-and-whisker plots show the
allocation via feedback control.
distribution of tail latency and weighted speedup (both nor2) VM-Part: an S-NUCA design that additionally partitions malized to Static) over all batch workload mixes (see caption
VMs’ batch data to defend (only) conflict attacks.
for details). Fig. 13 shows that all tail-latency-aware policies
3) Jigsaw: a D-NUCA that minimizes data movement, but (Adaptive, VM-Part, and Jumanji) meet tail-latency deadlines,
ignores tail latency and security.
with rare exceptions. On the other hand, Jigsaw massively
4) Jumanji: our proposed D-NUCA that meets tail-latency violates deadlines (by up to 465× on xapian and 151× on
deadlines, defends all LLC attacks, and minimizes data Mixed). Even at low load, when latency-critical applications
movement.
need minimal space, Jigsaw still violates deadlines for Xapian
We additionally consider other configurations of Jumanji as and Mixed. Additionally, Jigsaw sometimes overprovisions
sensitivity studies, described in context below. All designs are latency-critical applications (e.g., masstree and silo at high
normalized to a naïve Static allocation, where each latency- load), unnecessarily harming batch applications.
critical application is simply allocated four ways in the LLC
Jumanji accelerates batch significantly: Fig. 13 further
and the sixteen batch applications share all remaining ways.
shows that the D-NUCAs (Jumanji and Jigsaw) significantly
accelerate batch workloads. The speedup graphs show the
VIII. E VALUATION
distribution of gmean speedup for batch applications in each
This section evaluates Jumanji to show the following:
workload mix compared to Static. Jumanji improves batch
1) Jumanji consistently meets tail-latency deadlines, whereas weighted speedup by 11%–15%, and Jigsaw improves speedup
by 11%–18%. Jumanji does not quite match Jigsaw because
prior D-NUCAs do not.
2) Jumanji completely defends against port attacks and per- it (correctly) reserves LLC space so that latency-critical
formance leakage, unlike most prior secure cache designs. applications meet their deadlines, whereas Jigsaw does not.
3) Jumanji significantly reduces data movement over prior
Adaptive and VM-Part barely improve batch weighted
S-NUCA designs for tail latency and security.
speedup, with max gmean speedups of 4% and 3%. The S4) Jumanji gets similar batch speedup to Jigsaw and is close NUCAs do not perform well because, although they can give
to an idealized batch placement.
space to batch applications in periods of low load, they must
5) Jumanji’s performance scales well with number of VMs.
take this space back when load increases. There is little net
benefit except when latency-critical applications are grossly
A. Security vulnerability
over-provisioned.
Jumanji fully defends LLC attacks: Port attacks and perfor- Jumanji supports multiple different latency-critical applimance leakage are both a consequence of untrusted processes cations: Prior 20-core results evaluated multiple instances
sharing cache banks. S-NUCA way-partitioning, like Intel of the same latency-critical application. Fig. 13 also shows
CAT [27], only defends against conflict attacks. Since Adaptive that Jumanji meets deadlines when running mixes of different
and VM-Part allocate space for every process in every LLC applications, whereas Jigsaw violates deadlines for one-third of
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Fig. 13: Normalized tail latency and gmean batch weighted batch speedup (relative to a naïve static allocation) over 40 random
batch mixes, at high and low latency-critical load. Results are shown as box-and-whisker plots. Boxes show the lower to upper
quartile of values (over 40 workload mixes); whiskers show the furthest data points. This figure summarizes 969 trillion simulated
cycles.
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Jumanji defends cache attacks at low cost: Fig. 16 shows
that Jumanji’s bank-isolation defense against LLC attacks costs
little batch performance. We compare Jumanji to “Jumanji:
Insecure”, a version of Jumanji that does not enforce strict
bank isolation but is otherwise identical. Jumanji gets 11%–
15% gmean batch speedup, vs. 14%–19% for Insecure, and is
Masstree Xapian Img-dnn Silo Moses Mixed
within 3% of Insecure on average.
Fig. 15: Dynamic data movement energy for latency-critical
applications at high load over 40 random batch mixes. Jumanji’s simple algorithms are nearly ideal for batch
S=Static, A=Adaptive, V=VM-Part, Ji=Jigsaw, Ju=Jumanji. Ju- speedup: As described in Sec. V, Jumanji prioritizes latencymanji matches Jigsaw’s data movement reductions without vio- critical applications, giving them as much space as they need
lating tail-latency deadlines.
and placing their allocations first. One might wonder: how much
does this simple, greedy approach penalize batch applications?
applications at high load. Jumanji also manages to achieve 14%
Fig. 16 shows that Jumanji is in fact nearly ideal for batch
gmean batch speedup over all workload mixes, comparable to
speedup. “Jumanji: Ideal Batch” is an infeasible, idealized
Jigsaw’s 17% gmean speedup, whereas Adaptive and VM-Part
design that eliminates competition between latency-critical and
do not even obtain 3% speedup.
batch applications, letting batch applications get their preferred
Jumanji significantly reduces data movement: Fig. 15 shows data placement. It does this by placing batch and latency-critical
average dynamic data movement energy for each workload at data in separate copies of the LLC, while ensuring the total
high load in Fig. 13. Data movement energy is split between capacity allocated to applications does not exceed the original
the L1, L2, LLC banks, on-chip network, and memory, using LLC size. (E.g., if latency-critical applications claim 8 MB, then
it allocates the remaining 12 MB among batch applications but
numbers from prior work [79].
places these allocations in a copy of the 20 MB LLC reserved
Overall, D-NUCA designs achieve significantly lower data for batch applications.) Latency-critical data is still placed in
movement than S-NUCA designs. This is due to fewer memory nearby banks in their own LLC, maximizing the space available
accesses from LLC partitioning and fewer network hops to batch applications (e.g., Fig. 8). Ideal Batch also isolates
from data placement. Compared to Static, both Jumanji and VMs for security. The result is an infeasibly optimal batch
Jigsaw reduce average data movement energy by 13% whereas placement unconstrained by any latency-critical placement.
Adaptive actually increases it by 0.1%, and VM-Part also
Fig. 16 shows that Jumanji’s simple algorithms are within
increases it by 2.4% (both due to extra LLC misses from 2% of Ideal Batch (by gmean batch speedup). Jumanji’s greedy
limited associativity in way-partitioning).
placement is effective because moving allocations further away
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Fig. 17: Jumanji’s batch speedup when varying from 1 VM (all
apps) to 12 VMs. Jumanji scales well as VMs increase.

Jumanji

NoC sensitivity: Finally, we see
how speedups vary with NoC la25
tency. Results so far use 2-cycle
20
router delay to model modest NoC
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congestion. Fig. 18 shows that Jumanji’s speedup on random mixes
10
increases from 9% to 15% as
5
routers go from 1 to 3 cycles.
0
Summary: Jumanji shows that sys1
2
3
Router Cycle Delay
tems can meet tail-latency deadlines
Fig. 18: NoC sensitivity. and defend a wide range of attacks
while improving performance. DNUCAs can benefit all applications by placing data in nearby
LLC banks, where it belongs. By considering all applications’
goals, Jumanji excels where previous solutions fail.

Weighted Speedup %

Weighted Speedup %

Fig. 16: Batch speedup for Jumanji vs. (i) “Jumanji: Insecure”, which does not enforce bank isolation, and (ii) “Jumanji: Ideal
Batch”, which eliminates competition with latency-critical applications during placement. On average, Jumanji is within 3% of
Insecure and within 2% of Ideal Batch.

from latency-critical applications would require giving them
larger allocations to meet deadlines. This is rarely a net win for
batch applications. In fact, we implemented an algorithm that
tries to improve batch placement by trading allocations with
latency-critical applications, similar to [8]. In contrast to [8],
we found that trades were very rare and yielded little speedup:
[8] only tries to reduce data movement, whereas Jumanji must
also meet latency-critical deadlines. This latter requirement
imposes a strict constraint on trades (i.e., they cannot penalize
latency-critical applications), which greatly reduces the number
of beneficial trades. As a result, the algorithm generally behaves
like Jumanji’s simple LatCritPlacer in practice.
Jumanji scales well as the number of VMs increases:
We next consider how Jumanji scales with different VM
configurations, shown in Fig. 17. Results thus far have used
four VMs, each with one latency-critical application and four
batch applications, denoted “4 × (1 LC + 4 B)” in the figure.
Fig. 17 explores six different configurations, ranging from a
single VM (i.e., no bank isolation) up to twelve VMs (one per
latency-critical application and per pair of batch applications).
Increasing VMs further causes missed deadlines, since VMs
become restricted to a single LLC bank.
Fig. 17 shows that Jumanji scales well with more VMs.
Jumanji’s gmean speedup varies from 16% with one VM to
13% with twelve VMs. Increasing VMs from four (the default
used in other experiments) to twelve shows no degradation in
batch speedup. Jumanji is effective with many VMs because
placing data in nearby banks is sufficient for most applications,
and Jumanji retains enough flexibility to increase allocations
for the few applications that benefit a lot. While Fig. 17 only
shows results for mixed latency-critical applications at high
load, results are similar for other configurations too.
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IX. C ONCLUSION
This paper has shown that D-NUCAs offer significant
advantages in tail latency and security over prior LLC designs.
However, to realize these benefits, D-NUCAs cannot focus
exclusively on reducing data movement. We developed Jumanji,
the first data placement algorithm for tail latency and security,
and demonstrated that it meets tail-latency deadlines and
defends against previously undefended cache attacks, yet still
significantly reduces data movement compared to NUCAoblivious designs. Jumanji thus achieves the best of all worlds.
Moreover, Jumanji requires only simple hardware and software,
making it a practical approach to scale future systems.
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